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Director’s Introduction
The Brauer Museum of Art is delighted to present the exhibition, Krista Steinke: Good Luck with the Sun and other
works. Steinke, a 1990 alumna of Valparaiso University, has enjoyed a successful art career since her graduation and
for this exhibition has brought together beautiful pieces that highlight her technical skills and sensitivity toward her
subjects.
Using a pinhole camera and other experimental techniques, Steinke creates photographic works that are lyrical,
even elegaic in their reflections on the progress of time. She freely embraces chance effects that occur during the
image-making process, seeing such effects as parts of moments that lead to the creation of finished pieces. Through
her works, Steinke urges viewers to see more deeply so that they can discover the innumerable treasures, the
fascinating details, that animate the natural world.
This exhibition was made possible through funds provided by the Brauer Museum of Art’s Robert and Caroline
Collings Endowment, the Brauer Museum of Art’s Brauer Endowment, Valparaiso University’s Cultural Arts
Committee, and the Partners for the Brauer Museum of Art.

COVER IMAGE: Krista Steinke
learning to let go / Lesson 1, Lesson 2, and Lesson 3: exposure several weeks before,
during, and after Hurricane Harvey, Houston, TX (from “Sun Notations”), 2017
Archival pigment prints, each 32 x 23 inches
Courtesy of the Artist

Artist’s Bio
Krista Steinke is an artist who works in photography, video, and installation. Her work explores the humanenvironmental relationship and photography’s role in mediating that experience. The ebb and flow of nature,
mesmeric quality of light, and a longing to connect to the natural world within the chaos of contemporary life
are some thematic threads that run through her work. Drawing from varied sources such as literature, art and
photographic history, scientific areas of study, and personal experience, her images often serve as metaphors for
larger issues surrounding the environment.
Steinke’s work has been exhibited and screened in museums and galleries across the country, as well as
internationally. Her works are represented in public and private collections, including the Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston, Woodmere Museum in Philadelphia, the Brauer Museum of Art, Johnson & Johnson Corporation,
and Fidelity Investments, among others. Awards include a Pennsylvania Foundation for the Arts Fellowship, a
grant from the Puffin Foundation, an Artist Residency at Light Work, a Promise Award from the Sustainable Arts
Foundation, and recently, a Fellowship in Photography from the Howard Foundation.
Steinke received a B.A. in Art and the Advanced Humanities from Valparaiso University, a BFA in Studio Art
from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, and a MFA in Photography and Digital Imaging from The
Maryland Institute, College of Art. She has lived all over Texas, in New York City, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Seattle,
and Chicago, among other places. Currently, she resides in the Houston area and teaches in the Department of
Visualization at Texas A&M University.

Exhibition Statement
The word “luck” is often used when talking about sunny days or meteorological conditions. No matter where we
are located geographically, climate is critical to survival, and every day, we are at the mercy of what the weather
delivers. Luck is also an important factor in Krista Steinke’s recent body of work, where trial and error, chance, and
imperfection become part of her photographic process. Using homemade cameras, extended multiple exposures,
and other unconventional techniques, Steinke explores our greatest energy source — the sun, and photography’s
unique role in mediating that experience. Relationships emerge between time and space, light and dark, micro and
macro, and the personal and the universal.
The majority of the work in the exhibition is from “Sun Notations,” a project that captures the path of the rising
and setting sun over the course of time. Using pinhole cameras (soda cans, cookie tins, and other small containers),
her exposures can last from one day to an entire year. The cameras are rotated or moved periodically so that the
rhythm of the sun’s movement becomes a drawing tool, creating ghostly lines across the composition. Steinke views
this process as a type of mark-making system, like the routine of crossing days off a calendar. Light leaks, dirt, dust,
fingerprints, even rips in the paper, become part of the visual alchemy, and serve as metaphors for the delicate
balance we share with the physical world. Titles for the images, such as “Since you’ve been gone” or “A vacation
from my vacation,” give the work a diaristic context, connecting personal experience with cosmic cycles.
In the installation, “Eyes to the Sky,” Steinke evades the obligatory rule, “don’t look directly at the sun,” by
concocting her own photographic replicas of the solar eclipse. Using whatever camera device available — cell
phone, pinhole, or 4x5 large format — she photographed the sun while holding found objects in front of the lens.

To avoid damaging her eyesight, she did this without looking through the viewfinder. This spur-of-the-moment approach yields expected
clumsy results, from fingers in the frame to blurry, incorrect exposures, to awkward compositions. Reminiscent of early photography,
the project is inspired by the first photograph taken of a solar eclipse in 1851. However, unlike this historical example, the pursuit of a
perfect representation is not her focus. Instead, these images raise questions about perception and comment on photography’s abilities and
limitations to perform as a surrogate for our eyes.
When thinking about the sun as a subject, it is helpful to consider the moments when the sun does not come out. “40 Days After the Storm”
is a gridded installation that chronicles the days following Hurricane Harvey. Samples from the flood site (debris from homes, dead insects,
fallen branches, a lizard that drowned) were placed inside pinhole cameras and left in the yard over the course of 40 days. During the long
exposure, the path of the sun rising and setting and water marks from the rain become layered with shadowy objects. Here, the microscopic
world of an insect becomes entwined with the larger universe in the sky. These small, seemingly insignificant objects collectively become
part of a bigger picture — a reference to how the ordinary day-to-day experience can be impacted or interrupted by a larger more epic
event. The project sets out to explore how nature affects our lives, and it calls attention to other critical issues surrounding the environment.
Included in the exhibition is a video that weaves together over 50 of Steinke’s still images, where clusters of dust appear like stars, the
landscape morphs into abstraction, and the sun traces across the screen like a drawing in motion.
We live in a time when there is a focus on the borders that separate us. But we all share the same star at the center of our solar system. We
rely on it to rise and set everyday — its light and heat is our life force. In this body of work, time and space expand, as the sun reminds us of
our shared place in the cosmos.

Krista Steinke
midterm to midterm (tree in front yard): 6-month pinhole
exposure, Houston, TX, 2018
Archival pigment print, 22 x 18 inches
Courtesy of the Artist

Krista Steinke
eventually, this too will end: 31-day exposure (from “Sun
Notations”), 2017
Archival pigment print, 27 x 40 inches
Courtesy of the Artist
Krista Steinke
it all seemed so serendipitous: one-week pinhole exposure
with insects and an accident (from “Sun Notations”), 2016
Archival pigment print, 65 x 44 ½ inches
Courtesy of the Artist

Krista Steinke
eyes to the sky (detail), 2018
Photo installation: dye sublimation prints on aluminum,
4 x 4 inches - 12 x 12 inches
Courtesy of the Artist

Krista Steinke
40 Days After the Storm (detail), 2018
Photo installation: archival pigment prints, 12 x 18 inch
panels, grid dimensions variable
Courtesy of the Artist
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Exhibition Checklist
All works are Courtesy of the Artist.
I saved some sunshine (in case of nasty weather): multiple exposures on 120mm film, recording
all the sunny days of summer 2016 and summer 2017, 2017
Archival pigment print, 42 x 22 inches
eyes to the sky, 2018
Photo installation: dye sublimation prints on aluminum, 4 x 4 inch - 12 x 12 inch panels,
installation dimensions variable
midterm to midterm (tree in front yard): 6-month pinhole exposure, Houston, TX, 2018
Archival pigment print, 22 x 18 inches
fear of missing out: pinhole exposure on Aug. 21, 2017 from 10–3 p.m., Houston, TX during the
solar eclipse (from “Sun Notations”), 2017
Archival pigment print, 16 x 25 inches
being careful about what I wish for: one-month exposure (from “Sun Notations”), 2018
Archival pigment print, 25 x 23 inches
eventually, this too will end: 31-day exposure (from “Sun Notations”), 2017
Archival pigment print, 27 x 40 inches
September (from “month to month calendar”), 2018
Archival pigment print, 44 ½ x 65 inches

it all seemed so serendipitous: one-week pinhole exposure with insects and an accident (from
“Sun Notations”), 2016
Archival pigment print, 44 ½ x 65 inches
June (from “month to month calendar”), 2018
Archival pigment print, 44 ½ x 65 inches
learning to let go / Lesson 1: exposure for several weeks before, during, and after Hurricane
Harvey (from “Sun Notations”), 2017
Archival pigment print, 32 x 23 inches
learning to let go / Lesson 2: exposure for several weeks before, during, and after Hurricane
Harvey (from “Sun Notations”), 2017
Archival pigment print, 32 x 23 inches
learning to let go / Lesson 3: exposure for several weeks before, during, and after Hurricane
Harvey (from “Sun Notations”), 2017
Archival pigment print, 32 x 23 inches
40 Days After the Storm, 2018
Archival pigment prints, 12 x 18 inch panels, grid dimensions variable
Sun Notations
16-minute video loop, 1920 x 1080
Credits: audio by Matt Steinke, production assistants: Ashley Lane and Annie Sungkajun

